Introduction
As usual, P'7 denotes the Euclidean n-space, Z' 1 the set of all lattice points having integer components, N the set of all natural numbers and N o the set of all non-negative integers.
The aim of the paper is to show that the Besov-Triebel-Lizorkin spaces on the n-torus 
!EFjq(T") ([i5_tIf(x) -
< co (I < q <co).
The main tools of proof used here are the characterization of the underlying function spa-ces via approximation and the La-stability of trigonometric polynomials t of degree t :^j expressed by the following inequalities:
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(1 < p < co) for some constants c1 , c2 > 0, independent of t and j (Cf. A. Zygmund [19] , P.1. Lizorkin and D.G. Orlovskij [4] ). The paper is organized as follows: After collecting some necessary informations about Besov-Triebel-Lizorkin spaces on T" in the first section, Section 2 deals with our main result concerning the characterization of the function spaces. Therefore we investigate the uniform boudedness of Ij in II L,(T"), i < p < co. As a complement and more or less to show the great similarity between approximation via partial sums and approximation via Lagrange interpolating polynomials the aliasing error Iis also treated in C(T")II. Finally, in Section 3 we deal with approximation in stronger norms than II IL(T')II, for instance in Iw,'(T')II.
1. Besov-Triebel-Lizorkln spaces 1.1 Notations and definitions. The n-torus T' may be represented by the Set { x E R': -it x it (j I.....n)}, where opposite sides are identified. D,. and D denote the set of all complex-valued infinitely differentiable functions on T' and its dual space, respectively. Furthermore we put
Then any f € D, can be represented by its Fourier series
(cf. H.-J. Schmeil3er and H. Triebel [14] ). The space of continuous functions on T' is denoted by C(T"), the space of p-th power integrable functions by L9(T"). If there is no confusion possible we drop T' in notations.
Let 4 be an infinitely differentiable function with the properties 4(x) = I if IxI :s 1 and 4(x) 0 if lxi a 3/2.
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Further we put 1.2 Characterization via approximation. The spaces defined above are well-adapted to problems in approximation theory. To show this we recall the following facts. Let
Let Xbe an appropriate quasi-Banach space. Then we put
(1.6) [12, 13] ).
Remark 5: For later use we mention also that (0 < q < c, s a 0)
These are consequences of
and of sup IISfILpIIscIIfILpII (I <p<co) and sup II%'fILII5cIjfILII (1 !^p:5co).
Trigonometric interpolation
We start with a uniform lattice on T', characterized by the nodes
and f€ C. Then the function lf defined by (0.1) is the unique solution of
Suppose additionally
(2.1)
Then we can rewrite
Remark 6: Formula (2.2) shows the great similarity between Lagrange polanomials and \Vhittakers cardinal series. The latter one is defined as
We have the identity 
Remark 7: If we put
In our investigations a crucial role is played by the following Lemma 1: Let I < p < . for any f B ,7. In case n I this was observed first by K.I. Oskolkov [5] .
(i) There exists a constant c such that
Remark 9: In the one-dimensional case J. Prestin [7 -10] has proved a result similar to (2.8), but with B,"(T1) replaced by the set of functions with bounded variation.
As a consequence of Lemma I one obtains some estimates of the approximation error in II IC II. Now, (2.13) and (2.14) complete the proof of (2.9).
(ii) We use the splitting stated in (2.12), Proposition 1,-and (2.3). This yields with c independent off. Let 0 < q < . Again we use (2.3) and Proposition 1. This leads to
We proceed with an estimate of the second term on the right-hand side of (2.16). Using
(1 E N0 ) we find I ; In case q = one has to modify the above considerations in an obvious way.
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(ii) Using Proposition 2 the proof is reduced to establish the inequality
(2.18)
Step 1: In order to prove (2.18) we consider at first the case s > n. Because of Fq A, (cf. Remark 7) we can apply (2.2). This yields ImI'o kcZ' (2.20) We are also interested in a characterization of function spaces if p . To this end we can employ an inequality due to Leindler [3] and 2*'-1 
Approximation in Besov and Sobolev norms
In several papers the approximation order of f-Jfis studied in stronger norms than II -I LI1 As a consequence of this proposition and Theorem I we obtain the following 
